Presskit Phileas
Which strategies has Phileas?
Xenophobia and racism are growing in
Europe as it hasn’t for decades. Terrorist
attacks from the right had been heavenly
present in german media for the last 18
months. At the same time refugee camps
grow over their poor capacities and corona
compounds the situation further.
The media is not covering these stories
anymore and so it also disappears from
society's mind.
Now is the time to show humanity - it was
done before - to build up solide base of
common tolerance and acceptance for the
future.
To do so Phileas aims to connect young
people across the seemingly
insurmountable borders via smartphones
and a solidary initiative to shape future
values and to show humanity to the
forgotten now.
Phileas provides information like
communication guidelines and events as
well as the opportunity for feedback on both
sides. There is as well for any case the
opportunity to speak to a professional
trauma psychologist from our team.
The project is now in the test phase. Parts
of the project getting optimized and
professionalized to ensure our goals and
vision of Phileas will become reality.
We will exceed on Hamburg’s high school
pupils to provide an real life teaching unit on
our current geopolitical situation and with a

partner of the nonprofit world we can
provide a connection of the first groups and
scale further.
Phileas is non-party and independent.
There is no possibility to gain influence on
the project from any kind of grants. Our
team works completely non profit on this
project.

How does the initiative finances itself?
The initiative works with the philosophy of
low financial investments. Single actors of
the project finance small costs like website
hosting but the human capital definitely
stands up front of our work.
Who’s on it?
Derived from brainstorming of individuals
from Extinction Rebellion (Hamburg city
district groups west) and Imagine Zero this
idea was taken further and now stands as
self-reliant groups for the work of it.

